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Introduction

Cubase supports Open Music System, OMS.

Open Music system is co-developed by Steinberg and Opcode Systems Inc. It is a 
Macintosh System Extension that bridges the gap between MIDI applications and 
MIDI hardware. It also lets multiple MIDI applications communicate and share re-
sources, such as instrument Patch names and timing information.

Do I need OMS?

In the Installation booklet you will find a small “questionnaire” which you can use to 
find out whether you need OMS or not.

❐ If you don’t have a particular reason to use OMS with Cubase, then don’t. OMS by itself 
does not add any important functionality to Cubase.

Where do I get OMS and its documentation?

OMS 2.3.8 is included on the Cubase VST CD-ROM. Note however, that it isn’t auto-
matically installed with the program; you have to locate and run the OMS installer 
on the CD-ROM. 

The OMS installation includes OMS documentation and readme files. The docu-
ment you’re now reading only describes Cubase VST’s interaction with OMS, not 
OMS itself.
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OMS and Cubase

Running Cubase with OMS provides you with the following functionality:

Outputs to OMS

Instead of the regular MIDI interface Outputs, Cubase under OMS transmits its data 
to the OMS Devices defined in the OMS Setup. This allows you to see your MIDI de-
vices by name on the Cubase Output menus.

Inputs

By the same token, the regular Interface inputs in Cubase are replaced by OMS De-
vices. Any MIDI device that you have defined as an instrument in OMS Setup can be 
used for recording - a synthesizer, a master keyboard or similar.

Patch Names

OMS contains a Database with the names of the Patches (Presets, Programs, Voices) 
in your devices. This allows you to select Patches by name, directly from the Inspec-
tor in Cubase.

For optimal use of this facility you will need an OMS compatible librarian program, 
that can automatically extract the names from the MIDI devices and “inject” them 
into the OMS Name Manager.
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Activating OMS

1. Install OMS.

❐ If you plan to use the Inter Application Communication (IAC) facilities described on 
page 8, you must use the Custom Installation option in the OMS Installer and make 
sure IAC installation is activated.

2. Use the Setup OMS application to configure your MIDI studio.

3. Launch Cubase VST.

4. Pull down the Options menu and select “System” from MIDI Setup submenu.
The MIDI System Setup dialog appears.

5. Pull down the OMS Compatibility pop-up menu in the lower left corner and select the 
“IN & OUT” option.
In this mode OMS Inputs and Outputs, OMS inter application communication (IAC) and the 
OMS Name Manager (Patch names) are used.

6. Should you want to turn off OMS, select the “No OMS” option instead.

7. Restart Cubase.
The OMS setting is saved automatically.

8. In the Audio System Setup dialog (accessed from the Options menu), make sure that 
the option “Favour MIDI Timing” is activated.
This prioritizes MIDI processing, and should always be activated if you are using OMS.

Changing the OMS setting on start-up

To avoid a restart you can change the OMS setting on start-up. To do this, hold 
down the [Command] key while launching Cubase.

Lost functionality

You gain functionality in Cubase when using OMS, but you also lose some:

• Tape Tracks can not transmit their Record Enable Status under OMS.
• The Running Status switch has no effect under OMS.
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Inputs and Outputs

Inputs

The first thing you need to do to be able to record MIDI under OMS is to make sure 
you have the correct MIDI Input(s) selected:

1. Open the MIDI Setup System dialog (on the Options menu).

2. Click on the “Input from – Inputs” item.
Instead of the usual menu, the OMS Inputs dialog appears.

3. Use the check boxes to make sure that only the devices you actually plan to record are 
activated.
If you only use one MIDI keyboard for recording (which is the most common case), make sure 
only this is activated.

Track Outputs

When OMS is activated, the MIDI Outputs found in the various Output menus in Cu-
base are replaced by the list of Devices you have defined in OMS Setup. On this 
menu you will also find a few additional items. Here are the details:

Audio

This is not used in Cubase VST.

OMS Devices

Selecting one of the OMS devices from the list makes the Track play back on the De-
vice’s MIDI Output, as defined in OMS Setup.

OMS applications and IAC Drivers

At the end of the menu, you will find a list of the running applications that can re-
ceive MIDI data from Cubase. You will also find the OMS IAC driver, if installed.

Selecting one of these “ports” will route data from the Track to the application. You 
might think of these Devices as invisible MIDI cables that run between your OMS 
programs. See later in this text for details.

❐ Please note that it is possible to create an infinite loop of MIDI data between two appli-
cations. This might cause feedback and make the programs lock up!
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The •Local• MIDI port

When Cubase is run without OMS there are a few special MIDI Outputs, which are 
used for routing MIDI data between various processors and modules within Cu-
base.

When you run Cubase under OMS, these are replaced by the “Cubase” and “•Local•” 
ports.You can use either port within Cubase, it doesn’t matter.

Some application might require both ports. You might for example route data from 
a Track to the Cubase Interactive Phrase Synthesizer (IPS) using the “•Local•” port 
and from the IPS to another application using the “Cubase port”.

❐ As of this writing, only the IPS makes use of the •Local• port.

Interface ports

Depending on the type of interface you use, there might also be an option on the 
Output menu that directs data directly to the interface, “bypassing” the Devices. If 
you for example have an Opcode Studio 4 interface on the Modem port there will 
be a “Studio 4-Modem” option.

Selecting an interface transmits the data to all ports on that interface, which is nor-
mally not desired.

MIDI Channels

When you set up an OMS device, you can define exactly which MIDI channel(s) the 
device should receive on. When the device is selected as an Output in Cubase VST, 
only the defined MIDI channels will be available for selection on the MIDI Channel 
pop-up menus. For example, if you have specified that a device should only receive 
on channel 1, it will not be possible to select any other MIDI channels for Tracks 
routed to that Device (the other MIDI channel options will be greyed out).

• To check whether all MIDI Channel settings are within the range of the devices, select 
“Check MIDI Channel” from the OMS sub-menu menu on the MIDI Setup menu which in 
turn can be found on the Options menu.
If there are any problems (some Tracks are set to MIDI Channels not defined for the devices), 
you will get the option of correcting the MIDI Channel settings to the lowest number defined 
for each device.
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Inter Application Communication (IAC)

Application Drivers – From Cubase to another application

To transmit data from Cubase to another OMS application, proceed as follows:

1. Make sure both applications are running.

2. In Cubase, for each Track you want to transmit, select the other application from the 
Output menu. Or, if you want to transmit from some Panel, make sure it is set to trans-
mit to the other application’s MIDI port.

3. In the other application, activate Cubase as an input.

4. If necessary, set the other application in its “record mode”.

5. Activate playback in Cubase.

Application Drivers – From another application to Cubase

To use Cubase to record data from another OMS application, proceed as follows:

1. Make sure both applications are running.

2. Open Cubase’s MIDI Setup dialog and make sure the other application is active as a 
MIDI Input.

3. Set up a Track to record on.

4. Activate recording in Cubase.

5. In the other application, activate playback.

Using the OMS IAC Driver

❐ To be able to use the IAC facilities described below, you must use the Custom Installa-
tion option in the OMS Installer and make sure IAC installation is activated!

As an alternative to using the Cubase port you can install and use the OMS IAC (In-
ter Application Communication) driver. This works as a bi-directional MIDI cable 
between your programs. The description below outlines the main steps. See the 
description above on using the application ports, for details.

1. Make sure the OMS IAC driver is installed and active.

2. Open Cubase’s MIDI Setup dialog and deactivate MIDI Thru.

❐ The step above is very important. If you create a feedback loop of MIDI data between 
your programs, they will most likely lock up!

3. In Cubase, select the IAC driver for MIDI input or output, depending on in which direc-
tion you want to transmit the data.

4. In the other application, select the IAC driver for output/input, as needed.

5. Record/play back the data as needed.

6. Re-set the applications so that they don’t receive/transmit to the IAC driver, and re-en-
able MIDI Thru in Cubase.
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Patch Names and Instruments

• If you have a Librarian program that can extract Patch names from your MIDI devices, this 
can be used to select Patches by name directly in Cubase.

• Even if you don’t have such a Librarian program, you can at least select Patches by name for 
General MIDI compatible instruments.

• Finally, you can enter Patch names by hand in the Patch Names dialog and these names will 
then appear on menus in Cubase.

For details on the Patch Names dialog, importing and entering names, see the OMS 
Reference text later in this chapter.

The “OMS” Patch Name Source

When OMS is activated in Cubase VST, the Patch Name Source pop-up menu in the 
Setup Instruments dialog (see the “Getting into the Details” document) will contain 
an additional option, called “OMS” (selected by default when you name a new In-
strument).

When the “OMS” Patch Name Source is selected, the Instrument will look for the 
names “attached” to the corresponding OMS Device. This means that, provided 
you have extracted or specified Patch names for the OMS Device, these will appear 
on the Patchname pop-up menu in the Inspector, allowing you to select patches by 
name.

• If you hold down [Option] and click on the Patchname pop-up menu in the Inspector, 
the Patch selection window appears instead of the menu. 
See the OMS reference section for details.

Selecting Different Patches per Part

You can select a Part and select a Patch for it in the Inspector, or you can select a 
Patch for the entire Track (no Part selected).

Selecting Patches for individual Parts allows you to have the Device switch to the 
correct Patch in the middle of a Song, just as when using regular Program Change 
messages.

How Patches are selected

OMS normally uses standard Bank Select and Program Change messages to select 
Patches. This means that if the MIDI settings in the actual device are not in accor-
dance with the settings in your OMS Setup, selecting Patch names will not work as 
expected.

See the OMS documentation for more details.

Note Names and Controllers

If the Patch has OMS Note names or Controller names defined for it, these names 
will appear in the Comment column in List Edit. As with Patch names, you can se-
lect from the available Controller and Note names by clicking in the comments col-
umn, with or without [Option].
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Synchronization

MIDI Clock and Time Code (SMPTE) Sync

Synchronizing Cubase to MTC/MIDI Clock

1. Open the Synchronization dialog.

2. Use the Timecode Base or Tempo Base menu to set up external sync to MIDI Time Code 
or MIDI Clock.

❐ Do not activate both options, you can only sync to either MTC or MIDI Clock.

3. From the From Input menu just below the activated Sync option, select “Any”.

4. Close the dialog.

5. Make sure only one external source (MIDI Interface or MIDI Device) or one other OMS 
application, transmits any type of sync signal.

6. Activate Sync on the Transport bar.

Cubase will now sync to the external source. Everything else is when using Cubase 
without OMS.

Transmitting Sync information to a MIDI port or another OMS program

1. Open the Synchronization dialog.

2. Use the Sync Out menus to select an OMS Device or OMS program.

3. Close the dialog.

Cubase will now transmit the synchronization information to the selected OMS 
port(s). Everything else is when using Cubase without OMS.

Multi Track Recording

When you activate Input Split Multi Track Recording under OMS, up to 16 MIDI In-
puts can be separated onto eight Tracks. See the chapter “Stereo, Multi Channel 
and Multi Track Recording” in the Getting into the Details document.
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File Handling

Where is the OMS information saved?

When you save a Cubase Song or Setup, the following OMS information is saved 
with it:

• Which Input Devices were used.
• Which Output Devices were used.
• The OMS Setup document used.
• The current Name Manager document.

Opening Songs when OMS settings have changed

• If you open a Song and the name document that is stored “inside it” is not the same as the 
current name document in OMS, OMS will remind you that you might need to send Patch 
data to your devices, to make this Song play back correctly.

• If you open a Song which was created with another OMS Setup than the current one, a warn-
ing will appear. Cubase will try to do its best to remap the Tracks to the correct Devices, but 
you will need to check manually afterwards.
This automatic mapping will only work properly if the Devices in the Song document have 
exactly the same Manufacturer and Model names as in the current OMS Setup.

• If the Song uses the same OMS Setup document as the current one, but the OMS Setup doc-
ument has changed since you last had the Song open, your Devices will be remapped ac-
cording to the changes in the document. Please note that this may mean that Tracks play 
back with the wrong sounds or not at all.

Opening “OMS Songs” in non-OMS mode

If you deactivate OMS and Open a Song that was saved with OMS activated, Cubase 
will try as best as it can to route the Tracks to the correct Outputs on your MIDI in-
terface(s). However, this is far from fool-proof and you will need to manually check 
if the Tracks actually play back to the correct ports.

Cubase OMS Menu

There’s an OMS Sub menu on the MIDI Setup menu on the Cubase Options menu. 
This contains the following options:

OMS Patch Names Opens the OMS Patch Names dialog, described in the Reference later in 
this chapter.

OMS MIDI Setup Opens the OMS MIDI Setup dialog, also described below.

OMS Studio Setup Launches the OMS Setup program. See your OMS documentation.

Check MIDI Channels This is a Cubase command which checks if the current MIDI Channel set-
tings are in accordance with the OMS Setup. See the heading “Changing 
the Track MIDI Channel – Check MIDI Channels” above for details.
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OMS Menu and Dialog Reference

Parts of the following text are provided courtesy of Opcode Systems Inc.

❐ The menus described below are added to Cubase’s menu bar when the relevant win-
dow is open. Some menus might differ slightly from the illustrations below.

Input Devices Dialog

Whenever you select a MIDI Input under OMS, the following dialog appears:

Enable Input Dialog

Use this dialog to enable the devices you will use for MIDI input. Cubase only listens 
to MIDI from the sources that are selected in this dialog box.

Select the device icons you wish to enable, then click OK. If you wish to leave the di-
alog unaffected, click Cancel.

If multiple devices are connected to the same port of a standard MIDI interface, all 
devices on that port will appear on the same line and all of them will be selected.

OMS Studio Setup

Choosing this starts up (or switches to) the OMS Setup application, and opens your 
current Studio Setup document. Make any required changes and quit to return to 
Cubase.
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OMS MIDI Setup

This command opens the OMS MIDI Setup dialog.

OMS MIDI Setup Dialog

External Ports To Use

These checkboxes determine which serial ports OMS uses for MIDI communication.

Run MIDI In Background

When this box is checked, OMS retains control of external ports used by MIDI inter-
faces until all OMS applications have quit. This means that you can start Cubase 
playing, then switch to another application, and Cubase will continue to play in the 
background.

New Easy Setup

Clicking this button starts the Easy Setup procedure. See the OMS documentation 
for a full explanation.

Edit Custom Setup

This button opens the OMS Setup application. See the OMS documentation for a 
full explanation of the OMS Setup application.
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Errors Log

Click the Error Log button to see a report of serial errors that have occurred since 
you installed Cubase.

What we all hope to see—an empty errors window
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Names Manager Background and Terminology

The Name Manager integrates patch documents from a variety of sources:

• Galaxy bundles
• Typed-in patch name documents
• Documents from other OMS-2 compatible librarians

Once you set up the Name Manager, Cubase’s pop-up menus display the names of 
your synthesizer patches, not just their numbers. The Name Manager also takes 
care of the housekeeping involved when you open a sequence file that uses a dif-
ferent set of patch names.

Terminology

It seems like every synthesizer manufacturer has come up with different names for 
the various features on their gear. This mini-glossary of terms should help make 
sure that you understand what we mean when we say, for instance, “patch.”

• Patch: a user-selectable collection of parameters in a device, usually recallable via a MIDI 
program change message.

• Device Mode: a state of a device in which MIDI program change messages are interpreted in 
a distinct manner. For example, some devices have “standard mode” and “drums mode”, or 
“voice mode” and “performance mode”. If a device interprets a MIDI program change differ-
ently depending on the mode setting, then the Name Manager will provide a way for you to 
maintain information about the separate modes.

• Patch Document (or Patch Name Document): a document that contains patches for one or 
more modes of one or more devices. (e.g. a Galaxy bundle).

• Name Setup: for each device in the current Studio Setup document, a reference to a patch 
document, and a mode selection per channel.

• Subscription: a device that has a patch document associated with it is said to be “sub-
scribed” to the patch document.
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Name Setup Window

Name Setup Window

The name setup window opens when you choose OMS Patch Names from the Op-
tions menu. The window displays an OMS name setup, which contains a reference 
to a patch document for each device in the current studio setup. In addition, for de-
vices that have multiple modes of receiving program changes, the name setup 
contains a mode selection for each channel of each device. This information is 
saved with your Song.

Every device in the current Studio Setup appears in the name setup window. In ad-
dition, any devices that have patch names but are not in the current Studio Setup 
appear in the window, with their names in italics.

Current Patch Pop-Up Menu

It is possible for other programs to modify name setups. For example, you can 
make a bundle current from within Galaxy. This pop-up menu controls what hap-
pens when name setups are changed from other applications.

Current patch pop-up menu

• Always use current patches: Making a file current in another application changes the name 
setup in the Studio Patches Editor.

• Keep using these patches: this “locks in” the current patch name documents. Subscriptions 
won’t automatically be changed.

Patch Name Document Column

The Patch Name Document column shows the name of a subscribed document 
(such as a Galaxy bundle) for each device. If the document is current, a diamond ap-
pears before its name. If the document can’t be found, its name appears in italics. 
You may double click on the patch document name to open patch name windows, 
which are described on page 20 in this chapter.

Double-clicking a bundle name opens a patch name window.
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Channel Column

The Ch (Channel) column either displays ‘all’, or shows a separate line for each 
channel on which the device can receive. This is controlled, per device, by the 
Show Channels menu command.

Double-clicking on a number in the Ch column opens a window showing the 
names for the channel’s mode. This is important when you’re using a device with 
different modes on different channels, as it is the only way to view a mode other 
than the first one.

Double-clicking a channel number opens the mode associated with that channel.

Device Mode Column

If a given device supports multiple modes, then the Device Mode column contains 
a pop-up menu that lists those modes. If individual channels are not being shown 
(“all” appears in the Ch column), the word “Various” may appear in this column, in-
dicating that not all channels are receiving in the same mode. To see all the chan-
nels listed individually, use the Show Channels command (see page 19 in this 
chapter).
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Names Menu

The following menu becomes available on the main menu bar when you use the 
Name Manager:

Name Window Menu

Subscribe

Subscribe allows you to select a patch document to which all the selected devices 
will be subscribed.

Use Factory/General MIDI Names

Some devices have built-in patches that cannot be altered. If you have such a de-
vice, and a file exists in the OMS Factory Names folder, choosing this command re-
moves any custom patch document and uses the device’s default names.

If the device doesn’t have an associated Factory Names file, the General MIDI patch 
names are used instead.

Copy Subscription

This command copies the subscription of the selected device(s) to the clipboard.

Paste Subscription

This command pastes subscriptions on the clipboard onto the selected device(s). 
Any existing subscription is ignored; the new document becomes current automat-
ically.

Clear Subscription

Removes the subscription information for any selected device(s).
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Make Current

When you choose this command, the following dialog box appears:

You can change your mind by clicking Don’t Make Current.

If the Send the patches box is available and checked when you click Make Cur-
rent, the Name Manager attempts to transmit the patches to the device. The appli-
cation that created the patch name document must be capable of this operation. 
For example, names obtained from a Galaxy bundle will work, but typed-in names 
documents won’t. The box won’t appear at all in the latter case.

Use Current Instead

Use Current Instead replaces the selected devices’ non-current subscriptions with 
subscriptions to the current patch document(s) for those devices.

New Patch Document

Creates a blank, untitled patch document for the selected device(s).

View/Edit Patch Names

Choosing this command is equivalent to double-clicking on a device’s Patch Name 
Document column. You must select a device before choosing this command.

Tell Patch Provider

This menu item contains a sub-menu that lists the commands that can be sent to 
the patch provider.

If the patch provider understands the chosen message, it will perform that action. 
For example, if the patch names come from a Galaxy bundle and you choose Send 
Patches To Device, OMS will tell Galaxy to send the patch bundle to the selected 
device.

Show Channels

Show Channels controls whether the name setup window displays one line per 
channel or a single line for the entire selected device(s). To use different modes on 
different channels (e.g., “synth” mode on channels 1-9 and “drum” mode on chan-
nel 10), this option must be selected.
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Patch Names

The patch name window lets you view the names in a document supplied by a li-
brarian, or type in your own. To open a patch name window, double-click on the 
name of a patch document in the name setup window. 

Double-click the patch name document to open the corresponding patch name window.

If the patch document contains multiple modes, you’ll only see the patch names for 
the selected channel’s current mode.

To see a different mode, make sure that you are showing all channels in the main 
Name Setup window, then double-click the channel number of a channel that is set 
to the mode you wish to view. For example, in a General MIDI device, double-click-
ing the number “10” in the Ch column opens the Drums mode.

Patch Name Window

A patch document contains any number of modes, each mode containing any 
number of banks of 128 patches. You may type in a name and number for each 
patch. Each patch may have a list of note and control names. You may also define 
default note and control names per mode, which are used whenever a patch has no 
note or control names of its own, or no name for a particular note or control.

Patch documents for which you typed in the names are called Typed-In Patch 
Name Documents. This is to distinguish them from Patch Names retrieved from, 
for example, a Galaxy bundle.

The Name Manager also allows you to attach note and control names to patch doc-
uments other than ones you type in. Double-click the Note Name Document or 
Control Name Document columns to open windows where you can enter the in-
formation. You are asked if you want to save the Note or Control Name information 
when you close their respective windows.
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Patch Name Menu Commands

Patch Name Window Menu

❐ NOTE: Most of these menu items only apply to patch documents you create by typing 
in; they’re disabled for documents that come from other applications, such as Galaxy.

Saving

If you are viewing a typed-in patch document, Save and Save As are used to save it 
to your disk.

You cannot save a bundle created by another application. However, if you have 
added note or control names to another application’s document, the Save Note/
Control Names command will become available. This command adds the note 
and control name information to the document—you can’t save it in a separate file.

❐ NOTE: If you use Save As on a Galaxy bundle, it becomes a typed-in patch document.

Copy and Paste

Copy Name List and Paste Name List are used to copy name lists between de-
vices.

Names are copied to the clipboard as text, so you can paste them into another ap-
plication. For example, you could paste them into a word processor and then print 
out the patch list to keep near your device. Each line is copied as:

Patch Number <tab> Patch Name

Text on the clipboard can also be pasted in as names. If any patches are selected, 
the clipboard is pasted to the selected patches. If no patches are selected, the clip-
board is pasted to all patches starting with the first.
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If the lines of text contain tabs, they are interpreted as:

Patch Number <tab> Patch Name

Otherwise, each line of text becomes a patch name.

Clear Name List

This command erases the currently selected name list.

Mode Commands

Add Mode creates an entirely new mode for the document, and opens a new win-
dow to display it.

Remove Mode removes the mode displayed in the active window.

Mode Name lets you name the mode displayed in the active window. The mode 
name appears on the top line of the window.

Default Modes opens a window where you select a default mode for each channel. 
Whenever this patch document is subscribed, the channels will be set to the modes 
designated in this window.

Example: General MIDI devices have two modes: “standard” and “drums”. Channel 
10 is always in drum mode, and all other channels are in standard mode. Figure  
shows the default mode screen set up for a General MIDI device. 

Default Mode Window
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Bank Commands

Add Bank creates a new bank of 128 patches following the bank containing the 
currently selected patch, or at the end of the document if there is no selection. Add-
ing a bank or choosing the Bank Select/Numbering menu command opens the 
following dialog box:

Bank Select/Numbering Dialog

You may specify a Bank Select message for the bank by checking one or both of the 
Bank Select check boxes to have that message sent, and by specifying the bank se-
lect value in the box to the right.

❐ IMPORTANT: Each bank must have a unique bank select number. A warning message 
appears if two banks have the same bank select ID.

If you check the Automatically number patches in bank box, the patches will be 
automatically numbered according to the numbering scheme you select. 
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You can enter a prefix for the patch number in the Prefix box. For example, your 
synth may use banks with names like “RAM1”. You could number the patches 
“RAM1-0” thru “RAM1-127” by entering “RAM1-” in the Prefix box.

Using the Prefix feature

If you check the Assign GM equivalents to all patches box, each patch will have a 
General MIDI patch equivalent assigned. This simply sets each patches’ GM equiva-
lent to the number of the patch. It is useful if you have a bank configured to match 
the GM defaults.

Remove Bank removes the bank in which the selected patch resides.

The MIDI column in the patch name window displays MIDI representations of 
patches in the form bank0/bank32/patch number (0-127).   bank0 and bank32 are 
each omitted when not used, which is the case for the default first bank.

❐ NOTE: If the device has less than 128 patches in a bank, just leave the unused patches 
blank and they won’t show up in patch selection menus or dialog boxes.
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Note and Control Names

When you double-click the Note Name or Control Name columns in the patch win-
dow, a note or control name window opens.

Note Name Window

Saving note or control names adds them to the name document, regardless of 
whether it is typed-in or from another application.
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Selecting Names

Once the various name lists are set up properly, Cubase will show names in List Edit.

There are two ways to choose names:

• A simple pop-up menu of choices, either sorted alphabetically or numerically. This appears 
when you click on a name field.

• The “browser”. This is a more sophisticated window where you can choose numeric or alpha-
betic sort, groupings, and more. This appears when you [Option]-click a name field.

The figure below shows the pop-up menu that appears when you click on a patch 
name field.

Pop-up Patch Name Menu

Name Browser

If you option- or command-click on a name menu, a browser window opens:

Patch Name Browser
The system sends each patch as it is selected. The By number/By name radio but-
tons sort the list by number or name; this is global and applies to pop-up menus as 
well.
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Patch Name Hierarchy

The Grouping pop-up menu allows you to choose a grouping assignment for the 
current patch bundle. For example, the General MIDI patch name document con-
tains the groupings None, General MIDI Groups and General MIDI Patches. If you 
select General MIDI Groups from the Grouping pop-up menu, you will be pre-
sented with this list of groupings in the browser window:

General MIDI Groups

Selecting an item from this list narrows the list of available patches to show only 
those patches that belong to the selected group. For example, patches in the Piano 
group include Grand Piano, Brite Piano, and so forth.

An additional advantage to using groupings is that patch selection menus (such as 
those found in the control bar or in the list window) now show their contents hier-
archically; that is, arranged by group (as shown in Figure ).

Hierarchical Patch Selection

You can create your own groupings with Galaxy, Opcode’s patch librarian applica-
tion. Also, Galaxy automatically provides groupings for certain synthesizers. You 
cannot create groupings with typed-in patch name documents, but you can use 
the General MIDI groupings by entering General MIDI equivalents.
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Browser Menu

Browser Menu

When you use the name browser, the menu shown in the figure above becomes 
available.

• Sort by Number/Sort By Name

These commands duplicate the function of the “By Name/By Number” buttons in 
the browser window.

• Show Patches In Any/All Selected Group(s)

With “any selected group” selected, shift-clicking multiple groupings in the 
browser displays patches that belong to any of the selected groups (if you have 
programming experience, think of this as the “or” condition).

With “all selected groups” selected, shift-clicking multiple groupings in the browser 
only displays patches that belong to all of the groups (programmers can think of 
this as the “and” condition).

As an example, imagine you have a grouping for “bright” and a grouping for “pi-
ano.” With “all selected groups” chosen, you would see only bright pianos listed, 
whereas with “any selected group,” you would see all bright patches and all piano 
patches listed together.

• Edit Selected Patch

Opens Galaxy to edit the selected patch.
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